Vista 5.0
Release 5
We’re proud to share the highlights from our fifth major
release of Vista 5.0. Read on for an overview of the
enhancements we’ve made to Vista software. For more
information contact your Account Manager or read our
Release Notes on the Vista Services site.
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VISTA DIGITAL

Vista Digital
Mobile
Teaser tickets
Display member ticket prices to non-members using your Vista Mobile
app. Anonymous users can select these tickets to quickly sign in or sign up
without losing their session progress.

Benefits

Good to know

Increase the visibility of the benefits
that your membership program brings.
Realize it immediately for your prospects
or existing members by integrating sign in
and sign up into their purchase flow.

Teaser tickets only support the free
membership tiers of a Loyalty program.
The teaser tickets must be available for
purchase by all Loyalty members. Give
your patrons the power to choose
between card or cardless memberships!

Swap seats
Mobile users are now able to change their booked seats in the Vista
Mobile app.

Benefits

Good to know

Cut down on staff after sales tasks. Give
your moviegoers confidence in their
purchase with hassle-free seat swaps.

Vista Mobile seat swap functionality is
currently only available for seats within
the same session and area.
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VISTA DIGITAL

Kiosk
Loyalty-exclusive concession deals and discounts

New concession hierarchy user interface

Reward your Loyalty members with exclusive discounts. Kiosk now honors
your Loyalty-exclusive discounts for concessions.

We’ve revamped the way concessions are presented to moviegoers. Our
new design abandons the back and forth navigation for an attractive
concession carousel with larger images. By providing order summaries on
demand, the floating order cart helps moviegoers keep track of where they
are in their order.

Benefits
Reward your Loyalty members at
Kiosk. Create more effective marketing
campaigns.

Good to know
• Discounts are applied after deals are
calculated, but discounts do not apply
on top of items in a deal.
• Discounts aren’t applied to third-party
items such as Airtime.

Benefits
• An updated, more intuitive concession
sales process for your patrons on
remote channels.
• Minimum number of actions to
complete a concessions order has
decreased.

Good to know
• Using larger images means that we
now only display 6 items per screen
instead of 9. For better, clearer images,
you’ll need to update your concession
item graphics to match the new
recommended image size of 276 x 155.
• The POS Designer limitation of 24 items
per page has been removed.

Faster booking collection
Switch your kiosks to use barcode scanning as the primary collection
method for a faster booking collection process. In this mode, moviegoers
only need to scan their booking barcode at the kiosk to receive their tickets.
No other interaction required!

Good to know
Moviegoers won’t be able to collect using their Loyalty cards at kiosks configured in this
mode without interacting with the terminal first.
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VISTA DIGITAL

Digital Signage
Image takeovers
Our takeover feature that has captured the attention of moviegoers now
has additional static image functionality. You can add images to your
takeovers, as well as videos, to provide extra info, or to add another
element to your takeover.

Good to know
• You can view the image resolution and configure the display duration in the ‘add
media’ page.
• If two or more files are used in the same takeover (e.g. a video and an image), Digital
Signage will use whichever lasts longer as the takeover duration.

Takeover video across multiple screens
Make the biggest statement possible by playing a single takeover video over
multiple signs. Say goodbye to manual video cropping – this new feature
automates the whole process. One easy tick in a box will transform your
video into an attention-grabbing feature several times its original size.

Good to know
• Tick the ‘fit media across layout’ checkbox in the Takeovers > Add Media page when
creating the takeover to play a video over multiple signs.
• All screens in the cluster must be on the same sign client.

Custom loading images
Now your signs can dazzle customers, even while loading a playlist
with our new customizable loading images. Choose your own image
file to display when playlists are loading on your signs to ensure the
entertainment never stops.
We have also added the following symbols in the bottom right hand
corner to indicate that the playlist is loading
, or that any errors
may be occurring.
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Experience

EXPERIENCE

Vouchers & Gift Cards
Fully randomized barcodes
For most markets, Vista’s partially randomized barcodes are the best way
to generate your vouchers. But we know some locations have different
requirements and need a higher level of randomization. That’s why
we’ve made it possible in this release to use fully randomized barcodes.
Fully randomized barcodes have no prefix or suffix — each character is a
completely random letter or number.

Loyalty
Improved searchability for site names in the
recognitions and rules pages
The site name search functionality on the ‘rules’ and ‘recognitions’ pages in
Loyalty has been improved. If you have a large list of site names, you now
don’t have to scroll through the list to select one, you can just type in the
name to select it.
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Operations

OPERATIONS

Point of Sale

Cinema Manager

Paperless ticketing

Deferred deposits

In Vista 5.0.4, we released an exciting new feature ready to be implemented
in your lab: paperless ticketing. We’re now happy to announce that paperless
ticketing is good to go in your production environment!

If your cinema stores cheques in different locations to your cash, this should
be reflected in your software to keep your cash management simple and
transparent.

Going paperless allows you to capture contact information directly from
moviegoers, then send them their tickets and receipts digitally as a living
ticket. Living tickets update automatically when details change, ensuring
customers always have the most up-to-date information for their session.
We’ve now finalized the details, so this new environmentally-friendly
ticketing option is now available to roll out across your sites.

Deferred deposits for bank bags containing checks are now conveniently
separated from other deposits in the CashDesk ‘create deposit’ summary page.
Additionally, the ‘bank bag number’ field has been removed from all deferred
deposits to further streamline your cash management process, as it is no
longer required.

Note: We’re still tying up some loose ends to allow you to install the living
ticket component, so you’ll need some assistance from Vista Support in the
meantime. Please get in touch with us if you’re looking at implementing
living tickets at your site.

Paperless ticketing: New search screen to find lost
tickets
What happens when a customer accidentally gives the wrong contact
details when using paperless ticketing? We’ve created a new ‘find order’
screen so you can filter down recent orders to recover the ticket and print
out a physical copy. Access the new screen from the ‘alternate ticket’
screen, then use additional details from the moviegoer to easily track down
the lost ticket.
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Food & Beverage
Lock and retrieve orders at POS

Adding item comments from the modifiers screen

Fast-paced customer service environments require software to be flexible!
That’s why we’ve made it possible for your staff to lock and retrieve orders
at POS.

Everyone appreciates quick and efficient customer service! So, with that in
mind, we added the ‘item comment’ button to the ‘modifiers’ screen.

Lock and retrieve lets your staff lock POS with an incomplete order, then log
back in to resume the order. Orders can only be retrieved by the user that
locked them.
Lock and retrieve is ideal for setups where staff need to share workstations,
or change workstations frequently (for example, in a bar).

OPERATIONS

Good to know
To enable lock and retrieve, go to Workstation Group > Group and select ‘allow orders’ on
locked workstations to be retrieved on any workstation.
You can’t lock an order that has tickets or certain item types. For more information, see the
lock and retrieve orders section of the Cinema User Guide.

This screen is often used by POS operators in food and beverage
environments. Adding this button to the ‘modifiers’ screen speeds up the
ordering process, enabling staff to add information to an order’s item quickly
and efficiently.
For example, if a guest asks to have their burger cut in half, an appropriate
comment can be added while modifiers are being included. The item
comment is displayed on the ‘modifiers’ and ‘kitchen’ screens, providing
kitchen staff with clear visibility of order specifics.

Good to know
The ‘item comment’ button can still be accessed by tapping ‘more’ on the POS main screen.
Any item comments that have been entered against an order will be printed on your
kitchen’s prepare and pickup slips.
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NEW PRODUCT

Serve
Say hello to Serve - a brand new product!

OPERATIONS

Serve was launched at the 2019 Vista Group Customer Conference and
now it’s ready to join you at your cinema.
Serve is a mobile point-of-sale application that facilitates restaurant-style
service. It enables your waitstaff to offer moviegoers an unbeatable dining
experience, right from within your cinema!
With the following key features, Serve increases revenue and the quality of
customer service.
• The Vista Food & Beverage features you know and love – checks, hold
and fire, kitchen prepare, and pickup slips – are now in your hands.
• Prompts, reminders, and suggestions encourage waitstaff to offer
upsells.
• A contemporary and intuitive UI specifically tailored for the cinema
industry.
• Multiple payment options for customers, such as integrated credit
card authorization and cash payments.
• Resilient offline functionality – Serve ensures orders aren’t lost when
unexpected Wi-Fi or connectivity issues occur. When a connection is
restored, orders are automatically processed.

To find out more about Serve, contact your Vista Account Manager.
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InTouch
Attribute display

Seat number on ticket scan

Movie attributes can now be conveniently displayed on both the ‘sessions
list’ view and the schedule, allowing you to view this information quickly and
easily, without needing to select individual sessions.

The pop-up notification displayed when you scan a movie ticket now
contains the customer’s seat number for quick reference. This handy feature
removes any previous need for unnecessary user interaction and can rapidly
decrease customer waiting times.

Focus item

OPERATIONS

Drive sales to the next level with the latest dashboard widget – Focus Item.
Select any item, from seasonal or novelty merchandise to overstocked
concessions, and track its progress. A great opportunity to kickstart a sales
initiative, the Focus Item widget will vastly improve visibility when following
an item’s performance.

Good to know
Configure which item displays in the Focus Item widget from Menu > Settings > Dashboard
Settings > Focus Item.

Configurable default start page
Manager requests (InTouch to InTouch)
The Request a Manager feature used in the Vista POS application can now
be used via the InTouch app from anywhere in a cinema. Cinema staff can
promptly notify you about emergencies, customer complaints, and any
other scenarios that require a manager’s personal touch.

Get where you want to be faster with our new configurable start page. You
can now choose which page you want InTouch to display after you log in,
making your experience more practical and user-friendly.

Good to know
Configure the default start page from Menu > Settings > Startup Page.
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Time off requests
Nowadays, everyone is pretty busy. So, making a simple, efficient process to manage
your staff availability seemed like a no-brainer.
Previously, if a staff member wanted to request a day off, they were required to edit
their weekly availability. But now, staff can submit a time off request, specifying the
period they would like to have off. This is sent to the manager for approval.
Good to know
To enable this feature across your sites, corporate users can select Settings > Corporate
> Corporate Options > Use Time Off Requests. This stops staff from being able to submit
and edit weekly availability.

Auto-adjust opener/closer shifts
Everyone is always looking for ways to save money! And one way you can do this
is by reducing overstaffing.
If you schedule opening and closing shifts based on your day’s showtime
schedule, MovieTeam allows you to automatically adjust those shifts so they align
to your first and last showtimes. For example, this may be handy if you need your
opening concessions shifts to start 60 minutes before the first session.
Good to know
From Settings > Jobs you can set the ‘opener offset’ and ‘closer offset’ for each job
(per site). You can also automatically apply ‘adjust opener’/’closer shifts’ to a schedule
template using Settings > Schedule > Schedule Tools.

Employee certifications
Keeping on top of legal and regulatory staff compliance can be a big job.
But now, you can improve compliance oversight and keep track of employee
certifications and licenses in MovieTeam. For example, if your cinema has a
bar and you require bartenders to have a bartending license, you can track
the license and its expiration. This ensures that staff aren’t scheduled to work
without a valid license.
Good to know
Select Settings > Certifications > to set up a certification type and get notified when a
staff member’s certification is about to expire.
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Enterprise
Head Office
Two-factor authentication support

Film Hire: Estimating film hire accruals

Cinema version 5.0.5 offers a significant security enhancement in the form of
two-factor authentication (2FA) logins. 2FA offers greater security for your
organization by protecting your users even if their password is compromised.
After activating 2FA for one of your users, they’ll need their password and an
additional one-time password (provided by their authentication app) to sign
in to the following applications:

Sometimes, calculating film hire payable requires a full week of data, to
account for house costs, minimums, and adjustments. Accruing to the end of
the calendar month often includes a partial week, which makes month-end
calculations difficult until the full week is complete.

• Back Office
• Cinema Manager

• POS
• Digital Signage

In Cinema Manager, 2FA authentication can be enforced for the following
actions:

ENTERPRISE

• Login
• Fund count
• Dispatch deposit

• Create deposit
• Process deferred deposit
• AutoLock

Purge enhancements
We’ve added three new data types to the Database Purge Monitor:
• Point of sale sessions
• Time and attendance data
• Closed checks
We’ve also improved existing data types to purge their data in more places.
These improvements will make it easier to maintain your databases and
keep your servers performing at the levels you need to run your business.

We’ve enhanced the accruals process; if the calendar month ends partway
through a week, you can—for the purposes of calculating film hire—estimate
the box office revenue for the remainder of the week.

Good to know
Estimated box office figures for upcoming sessions are calculated in two ways; if the film
has been playing longer than a week, estimates are calculated from the film’s own historical
data. If the film is in its opening week, estimates are calculated from the opening week of a
recent film with similar properties.

Film Hire: Setting ticket price adjustments by attribute
Reporting film hire that includes subscription-based ticket sales can be
tricky. To make this process easier, you can now set post-sales ticket value
adjustments by attribute—so your “senior” or “kids’ club” screenings can have
different ticket values than your regular sessions.

Benefits
Rather than creating separate films or tickets for sessions with different attributes, simply
set your ticket price adjustments by attribute. This reduces the amount of configuration
needed to maintain your subscription program.
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NEW PRODUCT

Vista Horizon
Vista Horizon is here!
Vista’s new full-fidelity data warehousing solution is ready to transform
your business analysis. Store, analyze, and report on all the transaction
data—including Loyalty—from across your circuit in one easy repository.

ENTERPRISE

As a real-time business intelligence experience, Vista Horizon can process
and report on transactional data within seconds of a live sale. Vista
Horizon has clear dashboards to give you an overview of your cinemas’
performances, and also has easy-to-use tools for customizing those
dashboards or creating your own from scratch.

Benefits

Good to know

Vista Horizon is a fully managed service,
hosted by Vista in Azure; meaning we
take care of the full data pipeline –
ensuring that the data in Vista Horizon is
complete, correct, and highly available.

Vista Horizon has its own analysis and
reporting tools, but can also integrate
with tools such as PowerBI, Tableau
Desktop, SQL Server Management
Studio, Microsoft Excel, and Dax Studio.

To find out more about Vista Horizon, contact your Vista Account Manager.
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Film Manager
Copy sessions from one site to another

Sort screens by capacity or number

Film Manager’s Showtime Manager now provides the functionality to
copy session schedules from one site to another, and from one day/week
to another.

Showtime Manager now supports film scheduling based on screen priority
(screen capacity from high to low). This functionality is available in both the
‘timeline’ and ‘time block’ views.

Benefits

Benefits

ENTERPRISE

• Copying a complete schedule from one site to another will be beneficial for new
releases.
• Copying a complete day/week’s schedule from one site to another or from one week
to another helps film programmers to speed up the scheduling process.

Film booking teams will find it easy to schedule the most important film of the week on the
highest priority (largest) screen.

Linked screens in Showtime Manager
Showtime Manager now supports the functionality to display and schedule
sessions on linked screens.

Good to know
•
•
•
•
•
•

Only a pair of screens can be linked.
Screens are linked in Cinema Screen Maintenance in Back Office.
Created/updated sessions are synchronized between the screens.
Certain properties of the sessions can be different on both screens.
This functionality is available in both the ‘timeline’ and ‘time block’ views.
It’s possible to play a session on only one of the linked screens.
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Group Sales
Cinema Intelligence scheduling integration

Docusign integration

To optimize session scheduling, Film Manager’s Showtime Manager has
been integrated with Cinema Intelligence. It directly interacts with Cinema
Intelligence’s automatic scheduling module to schedule sessions based on the
information provided in holdover sheets (booking policies), the booking chart,
and the film forecast tab, and does not require interaction with Head Office.

You can use Group Sales with Docusign. Docusign lets your patrons sign
any of your Group Sales documents electronically. It’s secure, convenient,
and after setting it up you can enjoy those benefits in Group Sales without
having to switch between Group Sales and your Docusign account.

Remembering user selections
To save time and additional clicks every time a user signs in, Film Manager has
been upgraded to save user selections for the following:
• ‘Timeline’ or ‘time block’ view
• Sorting by screen number or screen capacity

Booking chart enhancements

ENTERPRISE

The booking chart in Film Manager has been updated with two new fields:
• Policy: To speed up the booking and scheduling process, film
programmers can use this field to set a policy for a new film directly on
the booking chart, and do not have to open the holdover sheet to do so.
• Notes: This field can be used by a film booking team to enter comments
against a film in a cinema. For example, it can be used to record notes
about competitor cinemas in the area that have copies of the same film.

Backwards compatible add-in

MS Dynamics integration

An add-in in this release of Film Manager deploys a Showtime Manager
service which can run on version 5.0.1 and later.

Group Sales is now compatible with MS Dynamics. Add or update contacts
in MS Dynamics and those changes will flow through to Group Sales, so you
can manage contacts on your preferred platform.

Benefits
Cinemas do not have to upgrade to the latest versions for Showtime Manager to run within
Film Manager.
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Services
Connect

Service Framework

Post-charge error reporting in Connect Manager

One-way domain trust

Did an error occur after payment? We’ve made it easier to diagnose postpayment errors at a higher level. A new UI in Connect Manager displays error
details and lets you search errors, saving you time drilling down to the cause
of the problem. Avoid digging though databases to get the details you need.

We now support authenticating users in AD domains that are trusted by the
current domain hosting Vista software, including one-way trust.

Return film formats via the Connect API
The Connect API now returns film format information, letting you know all
the possible release formats for a film. With our new API endpoints, you can
retrieve the name, short name, and translations of a film format without
having to schedule sessions in advance.

Return item selling limit via the Connect API
The Connect API now returns selling limit information associated with your
concession items. We’ve made it easier to find out if an item has a limited
quantity for sale, and to catch items that have sold out. Sold out items can
be clearly indicated to your customers, even if an item sells out while in the
order basket.

Circuit overview dashboard
We’ve introduced a new dashboard in Services Framework Manager to give
you a centralized overview of your circuit’s server status. The dashboard
provides a convenient way to check up on any server-related issues,
improving your troubleshooting efficiency. Quickly check up on the current
condition of your application servers and running services and pick out
important operation details like hardware usage.

Benefits
The circuit overview dashboard provides you with a centralized view of:
•
•
•
•

The number of installed services and any unhealthy services running on your servers.
The time in minutes since each server’s last update and check-in with central.
Hardware usage including CPU, RAM, and disk usage.
The RabbitMQ queue length total per server.

Good to know
• Selling limit information excludes stock count.
• Item selling limit and item selling time restriction are configured separately.

Return item selling time restrictions via the Connect API
The Connect API now returns selling time restrictions associated with your
concession items. You can find out an item’s sale hours to see if the item is
restricted for sale during certain times of the day.
SERVICES

Good to know
Item selling time restriction and item selling limit are configured separately.
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